
Kitten DOB COLOR Pattern Sex

Sire Dam

Purchase price Deposit 

Date

Buyer

Address

Phone #

2601 County Road 233
Rifle CO 81650

970 379 7961
 CONTRACT

A reservation for a specific color and sex from a chosen breeding is available with a deposit of $300  (this is on a first 

come basis) any deposits received from "buyer" will be applied towards the purchase price of a kitten.  The balance due is 

to be paid in cash upon receipt of kitten. No personal checks will be accepted for final payment.  

This contract constitutes the entire agreement. No verbal representation or other understood misunderstood agreement 

apply.  The jurisdiction of this contract and all legal issues that may arise is at the Seller's city, County, State.  Should any 

factor in this contract is found to be invalid or not enforceable, all remaining factors still apply.  Social Media:  Any 

disagreements resulting from the purchase or business transactions of this cat/kitten will be not be published by the 

buyer, seller or their associates on social medial or any internet sites.  Damages or violation of this clause will be $5000 

and the health guarantee will be null and void.                      Buyer Initials _____  Seller Initials  JC .             

The "BUYER" below agrees to purchase this kitten or cat under the terms and conditions in the body of the contract
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Responsibility of the buyer:  You have purchased this cat or kitten.  It is now yours.  As the buyer you are responsible for 

all shipping fees unless other arrangements are made and noted in this contract.  Once kitten leaves RM Bengals the 

buyer is responsible for all vet bills.  Pre payment or partial payments ARE NOT REFUNDABLE.  They can, however, be 

applied to another kitten if said kitten becomes un-available.  No cash refunds.  No exceptions.  Deposits are NON 

Refundable.  Buyer will not dispute any fees and or funds paid by using PayPal, Venmo, Cash app or other credit card 

transactions at any time.  A signed contract is accepting the terms of this contract.  Shipping documents are proof of the 

kitten/ cat being received by the buyer.  No Refunds or buy backs.  If this kitten dies or in some other fashion becomes 

unavailable while in the breeders care, he/she will be replaced with a kitten of similar appearance and value when one is 

available that the buyer and seller can agree to.  It is the responsibility of the BUYER and at the BUYERS expense to 

provide immediate veterinary care should the kitten show any sign of distress or illness, and failure to do so will render 

this guarantee null and void.  Buyer is responsible for all veterinary bills.  The cat or kitten should not be permitted to 

roam outside unsupervised.  Buyer must be sure to keep the kitten from contact with any other cat or kitten that does 

not have current immunizations or which has not been found negative for feline leukemia or feline infectious peritonitis 

(Stress is a huge factor in FIP in a kitten, with that in mind follow the "bringing your kitten home guide for the first 6 

months before making changes). Should the buyer choose not to follow these guidelines, the kitten cannot be returned to 

seller and health guarantees will not apply.  The cat or kitten should be kept from contact with other cats or kittens until 

the vet is certain that neither this kitten or the existing cats are contagious (Usually 2 weeks).   

Under no circumstances will this cat/kitten be sold, leased or given away to any pet shop, research laboratory or any 

similar facility.  Buyer is accepting the responsibility of caring for this kitten or cat and agrees to take good care of and to 

provide food, shelter, ample space, clean environment, medical attention, routine yearly visits to the vet, exercise and 

affection that all pets should receive.  For the protection of the cat it should be kept indoors unless on a harness and not 

allowed to run freely outdoors.   Should the buyer at anytime be unable to care for the cat they agree to contact the seller 

to offer the cat back, and return cat at the buyers expense to the seller.  There is no guarantee of a refund amount if any.  

Buyer agrees to keep seller up to date with a current point of contact with an address, phone # and or email.  (We would 

love to have updated photos of cats as well)  

DeCLAWED The Kitten or cat WILL NEVER BE DECLAWED.  By signing this contract you have agreed to all terms and 

conditions in this contract.   ___________ Buyers Initials

KITTENS Vaccinations...The kitten will be spayed/ neutered before leaving to buyers home at the expense of the seller.  

Kitten will come with up to date shots.  This is at 8 weeks and 12 weeks.  Kitten will need a booster at 16 weeks and 

rabies vaccine.  If buyer chooses to vaccinate the kitten with FeLV or FIV vaccines, they assume the risk and cancel the 

contract, these vaccines are still new and their safety has not been confirmed.  
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Seller Jillene Christianson  RM Bengals

2601 County Road 233

Rifle, CO 81650

Buyer Printed 

name 9703797961

Buyer Date Seller Date

Buyer Date

Payments received

Date

Responsibility of the seller: Cat/kittens come with their up to date immunizations and health certificates (if shipped) and 

are guaranteed to be in good health at the time of the sale (to the best of my knowledge).  It is recommended that the 

buyer  take the kitten to a vet of his/ her choice before the end of the 5th day after taking possession of  kitten for a 

through examination.  Should the veterinarian discover the kitten is not in good health as guaranteed, the buyer must 

contact the seller immediately and the buyer must provide the seller with a written explanation from the Buyers 

veterinarian as to the illness or condition that has been determined.  (We suggest that the kitten be kept in quarantine 

during this period of time, if not longer)  If the kitten can not be cured, the seller will replace the kitten with one of equal 

value as soon as a replacement kitten is available.    The seller guarantees against congenital defects that may not be 

apparent in early life for the first two years of the kittens life (this excludes FIP, as it can be infected from other cats and is 

not a congenital defect).  Should the kitten die of congenital defect or HCM should arise during those first two years, it 

will be replaced with a kitten of comparable quality and value when one is available or a refund for 1/2 of the purchase 

price will be issued.   The seller assumes no responsibility of this kitten after leaving the premises of the seller for medical 

expenses due to injury, landlords, spouse disapproval, allergy to animals, disagreement of family, conflict of personality or 

for any other reason unless outlined in the agreement.  Therefore, it is agreed that no warranty or representation has 

been make with respect to sold kitten except as set forth in writing in this agreement.

Payment Method Amount Remaining balance due
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